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Email – Deceptive By Design 
 
 

Digital Back Door Wide Open 
 
On July 20, 2012, President Obama wrote in the Wall Street Journal: 
 

Nuclear power plants must have fences and defenses to thwart a terrorist attack. Water 
treatment plants must test their water regularly for contaminants. Airplanes must have 
secure cockpit doors. We all understand the need for these kinds of physical security 
measures. It would be the height of irresponsibility to leave a digital backdoor wide open 
to our cyber adversaries.1 

 
The most widely used backdoor into data systems is the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT).2  The 
most commonly used attack vector in APT is spearphishing3 – a deceptive email created by a 
thinking adversary with the intent of inducing the recipient to take an action that compromises 
systems. The most common actions desired by the adversary are for the recipient to open the 
targeted email and then open a malicious attachment, which then installs malware that 
compromises the data processing system.4   
 
APT is not new. This excerpt from a 2008 State Department cable describes APT: 
 

Since late 2002, USG organizations have been targeted with social-engineering online 
attacks by BC [Byzantine Condor] actors. ... BC actors typically gain initial access with the 
use of highly targeted socially engineered e-mail messages, which fool recipients into 
inadvertently compromising their systems. The intruders then install malware such as 
customized keystroke-logging software and command-and-control (C&C) utilities onto the 
compromised systems and exfiltrate massive amounts of sensitive data from the networks.5   

 
What we observe in this cyber-attack is people attacking people. The attackers are using the tools 
of cyberspace, in this case email, to deceive people into compromising data processing systems. 
Dr. Frederick Chang, former NSA Director of Research, warns that: 

… cybersecurity is fundamentally about an adversarial engagement. Humans must 
defend machines that are attacked by other humans using machines. 6  

 
                                                 
1 Obama, Barack, "Taking the Cyberattack Threat Seriously."The Wall Street Journal, 20 July 2012: A11.  
2 "Spear-phishing Email: Most Favored APT Bait." http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-
intelligence/white-papers/wp-spear-phishing-email-most-favored-apt-attack-bait.pdf. 
3 O’Harrow, Jr., Robert, "In cyberattacks, hacking humans is highly effective way to access systems." The Washington 
Post, 26 September 2012, http://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/in-cyberattacks-hacking-humans-is-highly-
effective-way-to-access-systems/2012/09/26/2da66866-ddab-11e1-8e43-4a3c4375504a_story.html. 
4 "Spear-phishing Email: Most Favored APT Bait." http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-
intelligence/white-papers/wp-spear-phishing-email-most-favored-apt-attack-bait.pdf. 
5 http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/28/world/20101128-cables-viewer.html#report/china- 
08STATE116943, See paragraphs 32-45. 
6 http://www.nsa.gov/research/tnw/tnw194/articles/pdfs/TNW_19_4_Web.pdf 
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Writing in the December 2012 edition of The Next Wave, Robert Meushaw, Former Technical 
Director, NSA Information Assurance Research Laboratory and Dr. Carl Landwehr, Consultant, 
NSA Initiatives in Cybersecurity Science, observed:  

[Based on a 2008 Workshop on the Science of Security, there was] general agreement on 
several areas where advances were sorely needed. The first concerned the need to account 
for human behavior in models of system security. While the difficulty of modeling 
intelligent adversarial behavior has long been recognized as a shortcoming in security 
models, it has also become increasingly apparent that a science of cybersecurity should 
account for human behavior associated with the overall operation and defense of cyber 
systems. In either case, however, the addition of a human dimension was acknowledged to 
add enormous complexity to the task of analyzing and designing security systems.7 

                                                 
7 http://www.nsa.gov/research/tnw/tnw194/articles/pdfs/TNW_19_4_Web.pdf 
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Email Standards – The Tools For Deception 

Obviously, no one would open an email from “badguy@badguy.org.” In order to trick email 
recipients into acting, a spearphisher must be able to display email sender information that will 
deceive the recipient into believing that the email is from a trusted counterpart.  

RFC28228 defines the requirement for email. This is the requirement for a valid email under 
RFC2822:  

The only required header fields are the origination date field and the originator address 
field(s). All other header fields are syntactically optional.  

RFC2822 creates a system strongly biased in favor of the delivery of email at the expense of 
integrity. This email shows the optional sender identifying fields that are displayed to email 
recipients by many email systems: 

 

This email is a real email from a member of the United States House of Representatives. There are 
two elements displayed in the from address, “Congresswomen Anna Eshoo” and 
[Congresswomen.Eshoo@address-verify.com] “Congresswomen Anna Eshoo” is the “display-
name”. [Congresswomen.Eshoo@address-verify.com] is the “angle-addr.”  In many email 
systems, the angle-addr is not displayed, making its content irrelevant to the recipient.  

In order to combat the problems of spam and other unwanted email, numerous optional extensions 
of RFC2822 have been adopted by recipients. Senders must comply with the optional methods 
adopted by recipients in order to assure delivery of email. There are four widely adopted methods  

                                                 
8 https://www1.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2822.txt 
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that extend RFC2822 in an effort to fight unwanted email.  

1. may employ EHLO, a non-standard SMTP greeting;9  
2. can implement RFC4405;10  
3. practice Reverse DNS Lookup,11 and/or 
4. email filtering12. 

1. EHLO 

When the email recipient implements EHLO, the SMTP greeting must have a fully qualified 
domain name that is verifiable in the DNS. EHLO validates that the sending server has a valid 
DNS. However, there is well-known work-around to the EHLO DNS validation. The SMTP 
RFC13 permits an IP address to be supplied during the greeting. By supplying the IP address 
during the greeting, the DNS validation is skipped. Without a DNS validation, EHLO is very easy 
for spearphishers to circumvent and imposes no restrictions on the names that can be displayed by 
spearphishers in the display-name or angle-addr. Moreover, because EHLO does not deal with the 
sender information that is displayed, even in the absence of the workaround, EHLO does not stop 
the display of deceptive sender information. 

2. RFC4405 

RFC4405 extends SMTP to allow/require a "submitter" parameter be added to the EHLO greeting. 
This submitter is a mailbox that is then verified using an spf14 type DNS lookup. This method was 
introduced to allow for email rejection that the SMTP stages. However, the purported responsible 
address (PRA) is still an issue in that this method because RFC4405 allows the "FROM" to differ 
from the actual sending address. For example, the displayed display-name could be 
“Congresswomen Anna Eshoo” and displayed angle-addr could be 
[Congresswomen.Eshoo@address-verify.com] and the submitter could be badguy@badguy.org. 
The SMTP would validate that badguy@badguy.org is authorized to submit email from that 
server. This is because list-servers and forwarding rules must allow for the possibility that 
[Congresswomen.Eshoo@address-verify.com] is legitimately being forwarded by badguy. Our 
adversaries understand the permissive nature of RFC4405 and they exploit this to display 
deceptive sender information.  

                                                 
9 http://email.about.com/cs/standards/a/smtp.htm 
10 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4405.txt 
11 https://otalliance.org/resources/OTA%20Glossary.pdf 
12 Return Path, The Sender Reputation Report: Key Factors that Impact Email Deliverability, available by registering 
at http://www.returnpath.net/landing/reputationfactors/index.php?campid=701000000005fQf 
13 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2821.txt 
14 SPF is a standards based email authentication method. See https://otalliance.org/resources/OTA%20Glossary.pdf 
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3. Reverse DNS Lookup 

Reverse DNS Lookup (“rDNS”) seeks to add integrity to RFC4405 by matching the sending IP 
address to the email “from address.”15  The “from address” is a third field in the email header 
which is distinct from the display-name and the angle-addr. rDNS is used to check the domain 
names in the rDNS to see if they are likely from dialup users, dynamically assigned addresses, or 
other inexpensive internet services. Owners of such IP addresses typically assign them generic 
rDNS names such as "1-2-3-4-dynamic-ip.example.com." Since the vast majority, but by no 
means all, of e-mail that originates from these computers is spam, many spam filters refuse e-mail 
with such rDNS names. A Forward-confirmed reverse DNS (FCrDNS) verification can create a 
form of authentication showing a valid relationship between the owner of a domain name and the 
owner of the server that has been given an IP address. While not very robust, FCrDNS is strong 
enough to often be used for whitelisting purposes, because it prevents badguys from using zombie 
computers to forge domains. Because the spearphisher does not use high volume botnets to blast 
out large volumes of email, blocking zombie PC’s has no impact on spearphishers. 

4. Email Filtering 

ISPs, email services (such as Hotmail, Gmail and Yahoo!Mail), spam blocking software and spam 
blocking appliances make filtering decisions about what email to allow into the network and what 
email to block based on three factors:16  

i. Reputation: Sending IP addresses are monitored and over time a “reputation” is established. 
The reputation is quantitative measurement of the desirability of email sent from the respective 
IP addresses. Reputation is used to block, filter and throttle email. Reputation is the primary 
reason that email is not delivered to the inbox.  
 
Reputation does not impact spearphishing because spearphishing uses very low volumes of 
email – spearphishing is below the reputation radar.17  
 
ii. Infrastructure: Receiving mail systems look for evidence that email is coming from a botnet 
or spammer. The factors that are considered are the three technical factors discussed above, 
together with failed or weak authentication.18  

 
Email authentication19 is a technology which establishes that the email came from the domain 
that claims to have sent it. Authentication may also be used to establish that the email has not 
been altered since it was sent. Email authentication is a self-issued credential. All that is 
required to authenticate email is control of the sending domain’s DNS settings. This is 

                                                 
15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_DNS_lookup  http://www.enewsletterpro.com/support/Reverse_DNS.asp 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Callback_verification 
16 Return Path, The Sender Reputation Report: Key Factors that Impact Email Deliverability, available by registering 
at http://www.returnpath.net/landing/reputationfactors/index.php?campid=701000000005fQf 
17 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/vpndevc/ps10128/ps10339/ps10354/targeted_attacks.pdf 
18 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-spam_techniques 
19 https://otalliance.org/resources/authentication/index.html 
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accomplished by owning the sending domain. Thus, email authentication imposes the 
requirement that the spearphisher must own the sending domain.  

iii. Content: Filters search out features of the message that correlate with complaints, spam 
trap hits and other “negative” signals. 

Because spearphishers send low volumes of well-crafted emails, content filtering has no 
impact on the spearphishers' social engineering schemes.20 

Applying all of these technologies to the sample email, what obstacles stand between the 
spearphisher and his intended victim?   

• The domain name in the “from address” must be actual sending domain; and 
• The sending domain must authenticate the email. 

There are no restrictions on the sender information that is displayed to the email recipient. Both 
the display-name (in this example “Congresswomen Anna Eshoo”) and the angle-addr (in this 
example “Congresswomen.Eshoo@address-verify.com”) are completely under the control of the 
sender.  

Research from the Anti-Phishing Working Group observes that because recipients are not very 
good at deciphering URL’s in email addresses, the email address that is displayed isn’t very 
important to a successful spearphishing attack.21 In fact, as the real email from a member of 
Congress demonstrates, the domain that is displayed (in this case “address-verify.com”) can be 
useless in informing the recipient as to the sender’s identity.  

The spearphisher is left with three alternatives in the domain that is displayed. 

1. Display the real domain of the purported sender. 
2. Display a domain name that is confusingly similar to the purported sender’s name, termed 

“cousin domains.” For example, ads.searz.com for ads.sears.com and we11sfargo.com for 
wellsfargo.com are cousin domains. 

3. Display a random domain name that has no significance. 

The Anti-Phishing Working Group reports that random domains are often used because the effort 
is low and most people have no idea how to read a domain name.22  In cases where the phisher 
believes a deceptive domain is necessary, deceptive domains are easy to procure. The Anti-
Phishing Working Group reports that in the first half of 2011, of the 79,742 domains used for 
phishing, 14,650 were cousin domains.23   

Because the cyber-adversary only needs to fool human email recipients, not the technical means, 
deceitful creativity is all that is required.   
                                                 
20 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/vpndevc/ps10128/ps10339/ps10354/targeted_attacks.pdf 
21 http://www.apwg.org/reports/APWG_GlobalPhishingSurvey_1H2011.pdf, page 15. 
22 http://www.apwg.org/reports/APWG_GlobalPhishingSurvey_1H2011.pdf 
23 http://www.apwg.org/reports/APWG_GlobalPhishingSurvey_1H2011.pdf, page 14. 
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Attacking the Human Dimension 

Technical means do not stop cyber-adversaries. Phishing emails are extremely effective in 
infiltrating data processing systems.24  
 
Research such as the Carronade series of experiments conducted at the United States Military 
Academy25 demonstrates the startling effectiveness of socially-engineered emails in enticing 
victims into taking compromising actions, while also exposing the profound ineffectiveness of 
training. The ineffectiveness of training is particularly disturbing considering the intelligence and 
discipline of the experimental subjects – the Corps of Cadets of the U.S. Military Academy.  
 
Email is an extremely effective means to deceive people. As we have seen, the email delivery 
system is designed to deliver the message created by the sender. In an email attack, email is 
merely the means of interaction between two people – the human adversary is seeking to deceive 
the human email recipient. 
 
How hard is to find out about someone using the internet?  Social media was used to identify the 
CIA agent responsible for the successful bin Laden operation.26 Finding targets is as easy as taking 
pictures of employees in the parking lot. Carnegie Mellon University researchers led by 
Alessandro Acquisti  took photographs of student volunteers. Using facial recognition software on 
social networking sites, the researchers were able to identify 31% of the students by name. In 
another experiment, the Carnegie Mellon team was able to identify 10% of people who had posted 
their photos on public dating sites. The researcher’s have posted their research online, Faces of 
Facebook: Privacy in the Age of Augmented Reality.27 The researchers report that they have been 
able to use profile photos and facial-recognition software to get details such as birth date and 
social security number predictions. Linked-In is another source of useful information about people 
and the places they work.28 
 
Social networking sites are not the only source of useful social engineering data. Companies 
unwittingly publish vast amounts of information on their websites and in their public document 
filings in the form of metadata that is attached to their files. The metadata can include user names, 
IP addresses and email addresses.29 

                                                 
24 Roberts, Paul, “Three Quarters of Employees Duped By Phishing Scams.” http://threatpost.com/en_us/blogs/expert-
three-quarters-employees-duped-phishing-scams-040711. 
25 Ferguson, Aaron J., PhD., "Fostering Email Security Awareness: The West Point Carronade." Educause Quarterly, 
1 (2005) : 54-57. Jackson, James J., et al.,  "Building a University-wide Automated Information Assurance Awareness 
Exercise." 35th ASEE/IEEE Frontiers in Education Conference T2E-11. Dodge Jr.,  Ronald C., et al., "Phishing for 
user security awareness." Computers & Security,26 (2007) 73-80. 
26 http://www.observer.com/2011/07/exclusive-bin-laden-hunter-cia-john-identified/ 
27 http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/face-recognition-study-FAQ/ 
28 http://www.itproportal.com/2012/12/24/revealing-some-tactics-behind-spear-phishing-attack/ 
29 http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/articles/361877/20120711/spear-phishing-antivirus-firewall-cyber-criminals.htm 
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The first step in countering a social engineering email attack is ascertaining that an attack is 
occurring.30   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our cyber-adversaries, exercising intelligent adversarial behavior, understand this process. They 
have defeated the Coordinated Incident Response Model by launching attacks from single use 
“throw away” domains31 combined with single-use malware32, and never-before seen zero day 
exploits.33  Our cyber-adversaries test their exploits against security software.34 By the time the 
email attack has been detected, the elements that are detected (the originating domains, the 
malware and the email content) will have been abandoned by the cyber-adversary. In the case of 
spearphishing, the Coordinated Incident Response Model is chasing what’s already gone. 
 
The measures that our cyber-adversaries must take to defeat the Coordinated Incident Response 
Model do not hamper their ability to perpetrate spearphishing. This is because the effectiveness of 
spearphishing does not depend upon high volumes or attacks that persist for significant periods of  
                                                 
30 http://www.us-cert.gov/GFIRST/presentations/2011/CSIRT_Coordinated_Incident_Management_Timeline.pdf 
31 http://www2.fireeye.com/get-advanced-threat-report-1h2012.html?x=FE_HERO 
32 http://download.microsoft.com/download/a/b/e/abefdf1c-96bd-40d6-a138-
e320b6b25bd3/understandingantimalwaretechnologies.pdf; 
http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/A/7/1A76A73B-6C5B-41CF-9E8C-
33F7709B870F/Microsoft_Security_Intelligence_Report_Special_Edition_10_Year_Review.pdf 
33 http://users.ece.cmu.edu/~tdumitra/public_documents/bilge12_zero_day.pdf 
34 http://www.issa-sac.org/info_resources/ISSA_20100219_HBGary_Advanced_Persistent_Threat.pdf 
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time – instead spearphishing exploits three factors: 
 

1. Guile, 
2. Human Nature, and 
3. Email Standards. 

 
The recent attack on the Israeli police demonstrates how the intelligent cyber-adversary operates. 
This is the email that deceived an Israeli policeman, ultimately resulting in the shut-down of the 
Israeli police networks.35 
 

 
 
 

1. Guile. The cyber attacker used the resources of the internet to identify members of the 
Israeli police and their email addresses. The cyber-attacker used cleverness to devise a 
deceptive email that would be enticing to the intended recipient; in this case, an email 
purporting to be from the head of the Israeli Defense Forces about the then ongoing rocket 
attacks against Israel. The attachment, which delivered malware when opened, appeared to 
be relevant to the work of an Israeli policeman. 
 

2. Human Nature. The attacker relied upon the workings of the human mind to deceive the 
victim into responding to the email attack. The email was crafted to deceive the recipient. 
 

3. Email Standards. The attacker understood how email worked and used that knowledge to 
deliver the deceptive message.  
 

Extending the President’s metaphor of a digital backdoor being compromised by our adversaries, 
every person using email is a cyber-sentry. Our adversaries are targeting these cyber-sentries 
through email that exploits the workings of the human mind. 
 

                                                 
35 http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/xtreme-rat-targets-israeli-government/ 
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Email Is Inherently Deceptive 
 
This is a typical email inbox: 
 

 
 
Everything inside the two red boxes was created by the senders for delivery by the email delivery 
network. The deceptive Israeli police email displayed in the previous section demonstrates the 
elements that the sender used to deceive the recipient: 
 

The Sender 
The Subject 
The Message 

 
The adversary knows the technical requirements for a technically correct email. The adversary has 
researched his intended victim in order to craft the message. The message information that is 
displayed does not provide any clues to its nefarious purpose. Lt. Col. Greg Conti, West Point IT 
Professor, summed it up in the New York Times – [emails] come in error-free, often using the 
appropriate jargon or acronyms for a given office or organization.36   
 
                                                 
36 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/03/technology/03hack.html?pagewanted=1&_r=2&pag 
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The email recipient must defend his system against an attack by another person. Our cyber-
adversaries understand that this battle is being waged in the mind of the email recipient and 
our cyber-adversaries are winning on the battlefield of the human mind. Why? Because the 
way the human mind processes email keys off of the factors that are controlled by the attacker and 
are faithfully delivered by the email delivery system. In Why Do People Get Phished?, 37 
Vishwanath et al, created an integrated information processing model to test individual differences 
in vulnerability to phishing. The researchers concluded that two factors contribute to the success 
of phishing attacks. First, people do not adequately process information. Instead of carefully 
analyzing emails to determine the authenticity of the message, people pay little attention to the 
email interaction and merely rely on simple clues (such as urgency and perceived relevance) in 
making email decisions. Second, when dealing with a large volume of email, habits, rather than 
careful thought, govern email interactions. The researchers conclude: 
 

Domain specific knowledge gained through education, awareness, or experience, therefore, 
has a limited effect because the application of knowledge requires elaboration. Among the 
cues used by phishers, the urgency cues are by-far the most virulent. Such cues engender a 
higher degree of information processing. As a result, other deceptive clues in the email’s 
source or the grammar and spelling in the email do not receive much elaboration. This 
overall effect is further strengthened by the individuals’ media use habits, which is the 
other main reason people get phished. Habitual patterns of media use, in the presence of 
high levels of email load, tend to trigger automatic responses to relevant looking emails. 
That is, individuals exposed to relevant emails, with strongly worded urgency cues, in the 
presence of high email load, are significantly more likely to be phished. Together, 
relevance, urgency cues, and habitual media use patterns form a triad of influence and 
largely determine individuals’ phishing susceptibility. 

 
Reliance upon spearphishing training is driven by three assumptions: 
 

1. People pay attention to subtle clues about email authenticity. 
2. People do not engage in automated responses driven by habit. 
3. Spear-phishing emails contain clues that betray their nefarious purpose. 

 
The research and recent experience show that these assumptions are invalid.  

Anup Ghosh, founder of security firm Invincea, observed, “All you need to do is to get an email to 
a target. You only need a very low click through rate to establish several points of presence inside 
an organization. If you have 1,000 employees in your organization and you train them all on not 
opening untrusted attachments, you’ll still have someone doing it. This is not a problem you can 
train yourself out of.”38 

In summary, education programs which increase the awareness of spearphishing are not effective.

                                                 
37 Vishwanath, Arun, Ph.D., et al, “Why do people get phished?” Decision Support Systems 51 (2011) 576-586. 
38 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9215995/Phishing_emerges_as_major_corporate_security_threat?source=CT
WNLE_nlt_pm_2011-04-20 
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Creating A System of Distributed Trust  
 
Our cyber-adversaries are exploiting the well-known technical factors of email to deliver 
deceptive emails. As we have seen, a critical piece of information relied upon by the email 
recipient in the email decision-making process – the identity of the sender – is controlled by the 
cyber-adversary. The sender also controls the subject and the content of the email message, 
providing the sender with complete control of the human dimension. 
 
The email authentication system discussed on page 6 provides additional sender data. Under the 
widely adopted email authentication system, a large number of email senders have published 
additional identifying data on the internet.39 This information can be used to identify the servers 
that are actually sending the email. This is the display from Gmail which uses email authentication 
data to provide the email recipient with additional sender identification: 
 

 
 
The information in the red box is the standard display name and angle-addr. These fields remain 
under the complete control of the cyber-adversary. However, by using information that is made 
available by email authentication, Gmail is able to provide the recipient with additional 
information which robustly identifies the sending server. This additional information is displayed 
in the green box. However, as we discussed on page 6, this new information is of very limited 
value to the email recipient. If the recipient is unaware of the fact that govdelivery.com is a server 
actually authorized by the White House, a careful recipient will question why a dotcom domain is 
sending government email. Morever, as was discussed on page 6, recipients do not know how to 
decode the data in the green box. Finally, the data in the green box is subject to manipulation 
because the sender, although restricted to displaying the real domain of the server, gets to name 
the server. Since whitehouse.gov is not available, the cyber-adversary’s challenge is to dream up a 

                                                 
39 As of October 2011, email authentication was being widely practiced, with adoption levels as high as 96% in some 
industries.  https://otalliance.org/news/releases/EmailAuthTPoint.html 
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clever deception. Email authentication is an inchoate system of distributed trust.  Iconix builds 
upon email authentication to create a system of distributed trust in email. 
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Building a More Effective Response to Spearphishing 

The purpose of spearphishing is to deceive people, not computers. Because the phishers are using 
human factors to deceive people, human factors must be deployed in the defensive measures. A 
tool is now available that uses human factors to identify trusted email so that the target of the 
spearphishing attack can distinguish real email from fake email. That tool is SP Guard from 
Iconix. 

Iconix uses patented40 extensions of the email authentication system discussed on page 6 to add 
integrity to the self-issued credentials published in email authentication. Instead of using email 
authentication to confirm that the sending domain authorized the email (badguy.com approved this 
email), Iconix associates the displayed sending domain, the angle-addr, with the published sending 
domain. If the angle-addr has authorized the sending servers, validated processing is initiated. If 
the angle-addr did not authorize the sending servers, exception processing is initiated.  

By building upon the widely adopted email authentication system, Iconix provides a highly 
scalable system of email validation in which each email receiving server acts as its own credential 
authority. If a receiving entity determines that is does not trust email from the facebook.com 
domain, the receiving entity can decline to accept the technically valid facebook.com email 
authentication credential. On the other hand, if a receiving entity determines that it trusts 
whitehouse.gov, it can add whitehouse.gov to its list of trusted senders. After adding 
whitehouse.gov to its list of trusted senders, senders masquerading as whitehouse.gov will receive 
exception processing. For example, because whitehouse.gov has authorized govdelivery.com to 
send email, email from govdelivery.com receives validated processing. None of the servers used 
by malicious senders are authorized by whitehouse.gov and will, therefore, receive exception 
processing. This shows the page 12 email from the President using the Iconix methods to link the 
angle-addr (whitehouse.gov) and the authenticated sending domain (govdelivery.com). 

 
                                                 
40 U.S. Patents 7,422,115; 7,413,085; 7,487,213; 7,801,961; and 8,073,910 
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What was formerly a confusing and potentially deceptive email is now easy to decode as real and 
trustworthy.  

SP-Guard uses the recipient’s own list of trusted senders in combination with email authentication 
credentials to modify the email client’s display to provide a visual indicator of the identity of the 
sender of email. This is an example from Outlook, the popular business email client, in which a 
company called “MyCo” is marking their internal messages as well as those from trusted partners 
such as their law firm. Note especially the last message, though seemingly benign, is a 
spearphishing message and is not marked as authentic: 

 

The message is not marked as authentic because, although the display-name is an effective spoof 
of an actual company display name, the sender is not MyCo. Even if the ”from address” is a very 
convincing deceptive domain name that evades other protective measures, such as Reverse DNS 
Lookup, SP Guard will not be fooled. The SP Guard interface assists the recipient in avoiding 
being hooked by spearphishing emails.  

SP-Guard provides the recipient with three easy to recognize confirmations that a message is real: 

1. List View. There is an integrity indicator in the list view of the email client. 
2. Message. The open message has a further indicator of authenticity. 
3. Mouseover. Mousing over the authentication indicator in the message prompts the display 

of a certificate that further identifies the sender. 

SP-Guard is available now from Iconix.  



 
Email – Deceptive By Design, December 26, 2012 
A Whitepaper from Iconix, page 16.                     

Your people are under attack from clever and determined opponents employing spearphishing 
attacks. As has been demonstrated in numerous cases, that opponent is persistent – eventually an 
employee will respond to a carefully crafted email and that response will initiate a series of events 
that will result in unfortunate consequences. The attacks are crafted to avoid technical defenses 
(small email volumes that are “under the radar”, zero day exploits and other malware 
countermeasures). The initial point of vulnerability is the person interacting with a compelling 
email. Training is not effective in defending at the point of vulnerability. At that point of 
vulnerability, SP Guard provides the person with a defense against the spearphishing attack.  
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